I08         SCHILLER AND THE TYPE-PROBLEM
and let him ripen to maturity under that far tlrocfcm heaven,
Then, when he is become a man, let him return, a strange figure,
into his own century: but not that he may delight it wilh^his
appearance, but terrible, like Agamemnon's sou, to purify it*1
—Erxiehung d. Menschen, p, 39
The leaning towards the Grecian model cnuld scarcely
be more clearly expressed,    But in this narrow formulation
one can also glimpse a limitation, which in the following
paragraph urges him to a very essential amplification, for
he continues:    "His material will he indeed take from
the present, but his form he will borrow from an older
age.    Yea, from beyond alt agts, from  the absolute un-
changeable unity of his being"   Schiller clearly felt that he
must go back still further, into some primeval heroic age,
where men were still half-divine.   He therefore continues;
"Here from the pure aether of his daemonic nature wells
forth the source of beauty, untainted by the depravity oi
the generations and epochs, which whirl in troubled eddies
far below."   Here Is ushered in the lovely phantom of a
Golden Age, when men were still gods and were constantly
refreshed with the vision of eternal beauty,   But here, too,
the poet has overtaken the thinker in Schiller,   A few
pages further on the thinker again gets the upper hand*
"The fact", says Schiller (p, 47), " must cause one to reflect
that in almost every epoch of history, when  the arts
blossomed   and  taste ruled, one  finds  that  humanity
declined; furthermore not one single txampl* can fa shown
of a people where a high level and a wide universality of
aesthetic culture went hand in hand with political freedom
and civic virtue, or where beautiful manners went with
good morals, or polished behaviour with truth/*
According to this familiar and in every way undeniable
experience, those heroes of olden days must have pursued
a none too scrupulous conduct of life, which, moreover, no
single myth, either Grecian or otherwise, maintains.

